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Master Steel’s Additive
Manufacturing Technology
Boosts Machine Wear
Life By Up To 800%
Overview
Machineries used in different industries such as mining, earthmoving, demolition, materials processing,
and civil works are often subject to severe abrasion. Frequent exposure to these elements can deteriorate
the steel prematurely and hamper operations. Reinforcing high wear equipment by coating them with
a tough material can extend their asset life and reduce revenue and operation losses.
Approach
Master steel is a supplier for ground engaging tools and
we can help strengthen items such as dredgers, bucket
wheel and drive, and bucket tooth.
�
Innovative Method. Master Steel reinforced the
tools through hardfacing, an additive manufacturing
technology which embeds granules of tungsten carbide
in a matrix of weld metal. The weld metal holds the
tungsten carbide in place and bind to the wear part,
creating some type of protective layer over the
equipment.
�
Embedded Strength. As an ISO 3834-certified
welding company, Master Steel is proficient to hardface
sizeable mining and drilling equipment with quick
turnover time. We use virgin tungsten carbide grit, a
combination of up to 87% tungsten, and up to 8.5%
cobalt. This is stronger than previous hardfacing alloy
and comes at an economical cost.

This is Master Steel

Outcome

We are the provider of agile technical steel solutions to
businesses across a wide range of sectors. Our goal is to
help you run your enterprise smoothly by delivering quality
projects and services at a reasonable price. You can rely
on Master Steel to have the technical competency and
forward-thinking approach in the way we work.
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